FOUR STEPS TO INCREASED
BRAND ENGAGEMENT
FOR YOUR SENIOR CARE
ORGANIZATION

“Stories engage customers with your brand.”

Your Brand Story is Your Biggest Asset
If a reporter were to tell the story of your company or organization, what would
they say? What vignettes would they include to illustrate what you do, how you do
it, and why? Reaching the end of the article, how would a reader feel about your
organization? Would they want to be connected to you? Would they want a family
member to use your services?
Don’t wait for a reporter.
Tell the story yourself.

The goal of marketing is for customers and
employees to engage with your brand—not just
to recognize your name or logo or tag line, but
to experience the value of the brand that these
represent. This happens (or fails to happen)
each time a customer interacts with your
organization onsite, by phone, via the internet,
at a community presentation, or in any
other way.

Story as Brand
The stories being told about
you are your brand.
The stories being told about you are your
brand. Not your logo and tag line. Not your
list of services. Not your brochures and ads.
Logos and ads and the rest all give a public
face to your brand; but ultimately, your brand
is your reputation, and that reputation is
communicated through the stories that are
told about you. Told by customers, their
relatives and friends. Told by employees.
And told by you.
Your brand story is your biggest asset—if you
tell it. It’s unique. No one else can duplicate it.
But beware! If you don’t tell your brand story,
someone else will.

If you don’t tell your brand story,
someone else will.

At the Core
What is at the core of your organization? What
motivates everything you do—the services you
choose to offer, where and how you offer them,
and, most importantly, why you offer them?
Those core values drive your story. But the
story itself is the brand: the story of the way
you implement your core values and mission,
the story of the way your work benefits others.
Told with clarity and emotional impact,
your brand story will attract both customers
and employees that fit what is special about
your organization. Then they become loyal
advocates—and re-tellers—of your story.
Your job is to make sure your brand reality
is the one you want it to be (that is, make
sure you are living out your core values and
mission), and then to leverage the story in the
marketplace.

Four Steps to Leveraging Your Brand Story
How do you leverage this, your most valuable asset?

1 Live Your Values

2 Name that Customer
3 Save the Cat
4 Repeat
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Live Your Values

If you want people to repeat the brand story
you have in mind, your organization must live
your core values in every aspect of your work.
You may tout your understanding of the senior
population, but elevators whose doors shut
too quickly for slow-moving residents tell a
different, contradictory story. So do directional
signs whose lettering is difficult for folks with
visual impairments to read.
Your brand engagement will be effective
only when your customer and employee
experiences match your core vision and the
stories you tell. So it is imperative that you
identify where your practices do not match
your mission and core values, and you must
work to change them.

Your brand engagement will be
effective only when your customer and
employee experiences match your core
vision and the stories you tell.
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Name that Customer

An effective way to target your marketing is
to develop “Customer Personas.” Customer
Personas are fictional representations of
specific categories of customers. Creating and
naming Personas allows you to personalize
and target your marketing (i.e., your stories)
to specific needs, behaviors, and concerns of
different segments of your actual and potential
customer base.

Here are simplified examples of two Customer Personas.
Name

Marlene

Jeffrey

Description

75-year-old widow, living alone, good
cognition and memory, declining physical health.

86-year-old widower, living with son,
failing cognition and memory, limited
mobility.

Situation

Marlene’s daughter invited her to move
in with her and her husband. An old
friend raved about the CCRC she just
moved in to. After visiting the CCRC,
Marlene decided she’d rather remain
in a home setting, so she accepted her
daughter’s invitation.

Jeffrey’s son is overwhelmed by his
father’s declining health, cognition,
and memory. His split-level home has
many stairs, and is not a viable space
to care for Jeffrey long term.

Need

Marlene wants to explore senior services available in her area in case she
needs care that goes beyond what her
family can provide.

Jeffrey’s son is looking for immediate,
long-term, residential solutions for his
father’s medical and memory care.

It can be helpful to develop both Personas of Fit and Personas for Referral. Personas of Fit describe
people whom your organization is designed to serve well, people you want to attract, who are
likely to become very satisfied customers. Personas for Referral describe individuals whose needs
fall outside your organization’s strengths, and who are unlikely to become satisfied customers.
You would refer them to another organization. Developing Personas for Referral can help you
understand where not to spend your marketing and sales dollars.
In our sample personas, above, in-home service providers would consider Marlene a Persona of
Fit, and CCRCs would consider her a Persona for Referral. In contrast, CCRCs would consider
Jeffrey a Persona of Fit, while for in-home service providers, he would be considered a Persona
for Referral.

Once you have identified your Personas, how do you tell them your brand story?
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Save the Cat

Hollywood knows a thing or two about
storytelling, and we can take a lesson from
it. In his industry-landmark book about
screenwriting, Save the Cat!, Blake Snyder
shares a key storytelling principle. In the scene
introducing the hero, Snyder argues, we must
see them do something that identifies them as
good—something admirable like (you guessed
it) saving a cat, which, Snyder points out, is
what Sigourney Weaver’s character, Ripley, did
at the beginning of the classic
film, Alien.
Here’s a “Save the Cat” story
from a Senior Care facility we’ll
call SCF, in a major metropolitan
area on the east coast.
Jocelyn had just joined the SCF
community, moving into a newly
refurbished apartment. Visiting
her on her second day there, her
son-in-law noticed a large puddle
of water on the bathroom floor between the tub
and the toilet. He called building services and
within five minutes an engineer had arrived
to investigate.
The engineer Steve was cheerful and polite. He
checked out the toilet—no problems there—and
then discovered that the newly installed shower
door wasn’t hung properly. Water easily
splashed around the door frame and onto
the floor.
In another five minutes, Steve had adjusted
the door so that it blocked the splashing water.
As he was preparing to leave, Jocelyn thanked
him for coming so quickly. “We have five
engineers on staff,” Steve explained. “If it were
a weekend, you might have had to wait a little
longer, but usually we’re able to take care of
things right away.”
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Repeat

A marketer’s work is never done! You must
keep identifying the people you are a perfect
fit to serve, keep fitting yourself to serve them
well, and keep telling your brand story.

Spread the News
Stories engage customers with
your brand.
The stories you tell about yourself set their
expectations. Successful brand engagement
occurs when all of your customers’ and
prospective customers’ interactions with your
organization yield a consistent, coherent,
positive story. And this happens when you
carefully develop not only your core values and
mission statements and logo and tag line, but
when you repeatedly implement and tell the
brand story organization-wide.

To learn more about leveraging your
story to increase lead generation and
achieve your sales and marketing goals,
contact us:
Phone: (734) 973-0100
Email: dhart@movecommunications.com

